We present a Linear Search Algorithm which decides the n-dimensional knapsack problem in n4log(n) + 0.(n ~) steps. This algorithm works for inputs consisting of n numbers for some arbitrary but fixed integer n. This result solves an open problem posed for example in [6] and [7] by Dobkin / Lipton and A.C.C. Yao, resp.. It destroys
Introduction: A Linear Search Algorithm
(LSA) is an abstraction of a Random Access Machine (RAM) (see [I] ) . Whereas the RAM's we consider are assumed to work with integer inputs the LSA gets real ones. When dealing with LSA's one doesn't take into consideration the amount of time necessary for arithmetic and storage allocation, but only for branchings ~rmission to copy without ~e all or part of th~ martial is ~anted prov~ed t~t the copks an not made or distribut~ ~r divot comme~ial advant~e, the ACM copyright notice and t~ title of the publi~tion and i~ da~ ap~ar, and notre is given that copying is by ~rmission of the A~iation ~r Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, ~qui~s a f~ a~/or specie permission. can be extended to RAM's, for example the ~(n log(n)) lower bound for sorting ( [2] , [3] ) and the ~(n 2) lower bound for the ndimensional knapsack problem, i.e. the problem to decide --~n K :={x-.R+, ~ Ic{l ..... n} with [ x.=l} n iCI 1 (see [4] , [5] ).
It is well known that K=~ K is NP-n~1 n complete (see [i] ) . In this paper we shall see that for every fixed n, K can be den cided in polynomial time, namely we present a LSA which decides K in 0(n41og(n)) n steps.
This solves one of the central problems of the theory of LSA's as stated for example in [6] or [7] , and destroys the hope to prove large lower bounds for this can be executed in 2n(n-l) steps. the appropiate n' < n as described above.
Let T(n) be the time this algorithm needs.
Then T(1)=3 and for n>l T(n)~2n + max {T(n-l) , n 4 log(n) + 0(n3) }.
This implies that T(n)~n 4 log(n) + 0(n3) }.
Proof: Let 
